Bioinformatics is an applied science, and its focus of attention is inevitably a moving target. The initial focus was upon the sequence, structure, function and evolution of (almost always) individual nucleic acids or proteins. However, much more attention is now being paid to populations of molecules, or the interactions between molecules that underpin higher-order organisation (anatomy) or processes (physiology) of biological systems. The population data management and analysis particularly apply to biomolecular profile data (the -omics) and what can be discovered from looking at sets of profiles. The efforts at making computer models of biological processes have involved a wide constellation of mathematical techniques, and have become known as systems biology. However, these models all represent subsets of the behaviour displayed by molecular complexes, cells and organisms. Furthermore, biology includes a diversity of activities that complicates the process of modelling and simulation, the most notable example being post-translational modification.
Standardised vocabularies for post-translational modification more generally and their consequences for biomolecular activity are pressing issues for bioinformatics to address. The mathematical models produced by systems biologists will always remain an essentially manual activity, unless some agreed, computer-readable terminology is developed so that computer-generated models can be produced. The latter approach will be essential for the 'high-throughput model building' that is needed to go alongside the other high-throughput technologies now used by biologists.
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